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REBUKING: 
A JEWISH ALTERNATIVE TO WHISTLE-BLOWING 
by Robert S. Wiener* 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Whistle-blowing is in the news again.1 Bernard L. Madoff is 
behind bars for securities fraud, reported to federal prosecutors 
by his own sons. 2 The resume of Danny Pang, head of Private 
Equity Management Group (PEMGroup ), was under scrutiny 
due to allegations by a former president of his firm3 before 
Pang committed suicide at 42.4 
If you want to do the right thing, is whistle-blowing the 
right thing to do?5 Business ethicists have written extensively 
on the theme of blowing the whistle on corporations, but little 
on alternatives.6 And there is an alternative that might result in 
better communication, esprit de corps, and more ethical (and 
legal) behavior in businesses. Greater profitability through 
enhanced morale, greater efficiency, reduced legal costs, and a 
positive perception in the marketplace may follow. It' s a 
Jewish alternative called rebuking. 
II. BLOWING THE WHISTLE 
The English language tells us much about our society's 
attitude toward whistle-blowing. Synonyms for whistle-
blowing are negative: rat, snitch, fink, inform, squeal, and 
tattletale. 7 Whistle-blowing is often seen as a betrayal of 
*Robert S. Wiener, Associate Professor of Legal Studies, 
Lubin School of Business, Pace University 
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confidence, even a breach of one's duty of loyalty.8 Why then 
would anyone blow the whistle? Is it even ethical?9 Is there no 
other way; perhaps an alternative would avoid the need for 
whistle-blowing. "Alternative dispute resolution" (ADR) has 
garnered a great deal of attention as a means of avoiding 
litigation. 10 If avoiding litigation is a good idea, might not the 
same be true of avoiding whistle-blowing? 
Jewish law discourages reporting another's behavior to third 
parties. The transparency achieved by truthful whistle-blowing 
is not seen as a good in itself. In fact, the principle of lashon 
hara, 11 a rule against gossip, is based on a passage from the 
Torah, 12 "You must not carry false rumors." 13 This proscription 
extends to the listener as well as to the speaker. 14 What then is 
a Jew to do when confronted with actions perceived as 
wrongdoing? Avoid whistle-blowing by doing nothing? No. 
In fact, under Jewish law, one is obligated to take direct action. 
III. HOKHE 'ACH TOHKJ 'ACH- REBUKING AS A LEGAL 
DUTY 
The Hebrew Scriptures instruct, "Reprove (hokhe 'ach 
tokhi 'ach) your neighbor, but incur no guilt because of him." 15 
Others translate it as " rebuke your neighbor". 16 Rashi 17 did not 
comment on the statement "Reprove your neighbor," perhaps 
because the commandment is clear and needs no interpretation 
to establish its basic intent. Under Jewish Biblical law, one is 
obligated to bring it to the attention of others when they miss 
the mark. This is a positive commandment, a legal duty, 
a mitzvah that occupies a central place in the Torah. 18 
A. What is Rebuking? 
" It is a mitzvah for a person who sees that his fellow Jew 
has sinned or is following an improper path [to attempt] to 
correct his behavior. ... " 19 This corrective action is rebuking. 
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B. Why Rebuke? 
Why rebuke another? The answer comes from 
understanding the Biblical obligation to rebuke. For a Jew who 
accepts the Torah as containing the legally binding 
commandments of God, it is enough, without further 
explanation, that the text requires one to reprove one's 
neighbor. And Maimonides20 makes it clear that this is a 
commandment-- " It is a mitzvah ... "21 
Is there a justification for this commandment, even if none 
is theologically needed? According to Maimonides, the 
purpose of rebuking another is "to inform him (the sinner] that 
he is causing himself a loss by his evil deeds .... "22 The 
objective is not to affect the future behavior of the sinner by 
deterrence or education. The goal is to give the sinner the 
rtu · 23 d ' h h 24 Th. . I . oppo ntty to repent, to o t s uva . IS ratwna e IS not 
the self-interest of the rebuker, but altruism for the rebuked. 
Rebuking is in the interest of the rebuked party. Repentance is 
key and can have powerful positive implications.25 One would 
be "making these statements for his colleague's own welfare, 
to allow him to merit the life of the world to come."26 
On the other hand, J. H. Hertz27 understands the 
commandment to rebuke in the context of the following phrase, 
"[thou shalt) not bear sin because of him" and concludes that 
the reason for the commandment is self-interest, to keep the 
rebuking party from future sin. "Unless there is a frank 
statement from the aggrieved party, the hatred or dislike 
smouldering in his heart may lead him into sin."28 Recent 
commentators have agreed with this psychological 
explanation. "The context suggests the interpretation that an 
individual should not allow ill feelings to fester; rather, he 
should confront his kinsman and admonish him directly, in this 
way avoiding grudges and vengeance that breed 
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hatred."29 Jacob Neusner puts it this way, "The important point 
is not repressing one's viewpoint."30 
Commentary on this passage focuses on one-on-one rather 
than on group relationships. However, Maimonides observed 
that a person "causes real loss to himself and the entire world 
[by sinning]. "31 
C. Whom Should One Rebuke? 
Should one rebuke both Jews and non-Jews? According to 
Maimonides, one is commanded only to rebuke a fellow 
Jew. 32 This is probably because, according to Jewish law, a 
non-Jew is not obligated to obey the commandments of the 
Torah and, therefore, cannot be said to have sinned.33 
Should one rebuke superiors? It is not obvious to the rabbis 
of the Talmud that any Jew who sins should be rebuked. 
Interpretation of the double verb helps to answer the question. 
Rava34 says that the use of the term hokhe 'ach alone would 
simply teach that teachers must rebuke students when they sin. 
The additional tokhi 'ach is there to teach us that students must 
also rebuke teachers when they sin. to Rava, 
therefore, sinning should be rebuked in all cases. 5 Thus this 
commandment to rebuke does not distinguish between teacher 
and student, superior and inferior, although perhaps it does in 
the manner of rebuke. 
Should one rebuke only those who have committed wrongs 
against other people? Maimonides states that one also has a 
duty to rebuke one who commits a wrong against God. 36 In 
other words, we cannot even leave it to God to right all wrongs. 
Should one rebuke only friends or strangers too? According 
to a later codification of Jewish law,37 one is required only to 
rebuke a close friend. The reason for not having to rebuke 
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others is that such rebuke is unlikely to be effective.38 Jewish 
law seems to have become increasingly practical as the 
centuries passed.39 However, perhaps even the rebuking of 
strangers can be effective. 
D. How Often Should One Rebuke? 
Should one rebuke just once, or repeatedly? The generally 
accepted rabbinic answer is that one should rebuke multiple 
times if necessary. This response is based again on the use of 
the double verb hokhe 'ach tokhi 'ach. There are several 
different interpretations as to the significance of the repetition. 
One unnamed Talmudic rabbi argued that the doubling of 
the verb means that one should rebuke not once, but 
twice.40 Rava responded that the doubling of this verb was not 
necessary to teach one to rebuke as often as necessary - that a 
single statement of the verb hokhe 'ach would suffice. 41 On the 
other hand, Sifra42 says, 
A. And how do we know that if one has rebuked him four or 
five times, he should still go out and rebuke him again? 
B. Scripture says, "reasoning, you shall reason with your 
neighbor."43 
Thus, the general rule is that one should rebuke repeatedly 
when necessary.44 The proof text is again the repetition of the 
term for rebuke in the verse.45 
Maimonides states the principle in the most persistent 
manner. "If one sees one's fellowman sinning, one must 
rebuke him. If he [the sinner] accepts the rebuke, it is well. If 
not, he must be rebuked again, even a hundred times, until the 
sinner strikes the rebuker and says, "I do not wish to hear 
another word. "46 
Elsewhere in the Gemara,47 Ramban48 and Ran49 question 
whether the obligation is to rebuke multiple times for a single 
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sin or for multiple sins. They reason that the single 
verb hokhe 'ach establishes the principle that one must rebuke 
repeatedly those who sin repeatedly. But the second 
verb, tokhi 'ach, establishes that one must rebuke repeatedly for 
a single sin for which there has not yet been repentance. 50 
E. How Should One Rebuke? 
In Jewish law it matters how one rebukes . To rebuke in the 
wrong way may be a sin itself. Rashi interpreted "but incur no 
guilt because of him" at the end of the hokhe 'ach tokhiach 
verse as meaning "i.e. though rebuking him thou shalt not 
expose him to shame his face grow 
in which case you will bear sm on account of htm. Stfra 
says, 
A. Might one suppose that that is the case even if one 
rebukes him and his countenance blanches? 
. ' I b . , 52 B. Scnpture says, est you ear sm. 
Jacob Neusner understands this as a limitation on rebuking. 
One's rebuke should not cause the recipient embarrassment.53 
A rebuke should be discrete. According to Maimonides "A 
person who rebukes a colleague - whether because of a [wrong 
committed] against him or because of a matter between his 
colleague and God - should rebuke him privately." 
Maimonides is also concerned with the content of rebuking. 
He believes that the primary objective of rebuking is to 
convince the sinning party to change their behavior and that the 
most effective method of achieving success is to show that 
repentance is in the sinner's best interest.54 Maimonides writes, 
"He should speak to him patiently and gently, informing him 
that he is only making these statements for his colleague 's own 
welfare, to allow him to merit the life of the world to 
come."55 Jacob Neusner comes to a similar conclusion based 
on the Torah text itself. He translates the Biblical Hebrew of 
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the passage, "but reasoning, you shall reason with your 
neighbor. ... " 56 
Although one has an obligation to rebuke even one 's own 
teacher, the manner of the rebuke should be respectful. 
According to Maimonides, a student would accomplish this by 
"phrasing his rebuke in such a way that it sounds like an 
ordinary question."57 "[A student who] saw his teacher 
transgress the words of the Torah should tell him: "Master, you 
have taught us such and such .... "58 The advice is to rebuke by 
asking a question of the teacher designed to el icit a response of 
repentance. This approach is identical to that used by God with 
Cain. "Why does He who knows everything ask of the 
fratricide [Cain], "Where is Abel your brother?" He wishes 
that man himself shall confess of his own free will.. .. "59 
J.H. Hertz comments,60 "A precept extremely difficult of 
fulfilment; it is as difficult to administer reproof with delicacy 
and tact, as it is to receive reproof. Reproof must, of course, be 
offered in all kindness, otherwise it fails of its purpose; and if it 
entails putting a man to shame in public, it is mortal sin. No 
matter how much learning and good works the man who 
commits such a sin may possess, he has no share in the world 
to come - says a great Mishnah teacher."61 
This is an essential difference between Biblical rebuking 
and whistle-blowing. Whereas whistle-blowing is public, 
bringing matters out in the open, rebuking is private, focused 
on achieving proper actions without shaming the wrongdoer. 
F. When Should One Rebuke? 
In the Jewish community at Qumran, 62 rebuking was a 
prerequisite to litigation. In fact, reproving must occur before 
witnesses. "Moreover, let a man not bring against his fellow a 
matter before the "Many" [a quasi-judicial body] which had no 
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reproach before witnesses."63 Another text states the matter 
even more explicitly. "Any man from the members of the 
covenant [of the Qumran sect] who brings against his fellow a 
charge which has had no reproach before witness, but brings it 
out of anger, or tells it to his elders in order to shame him, he is 
guilty of taking revenge and holding a grudge.... His sin is 
upon him insofar as he did not carry out the commandment of 
God who said to him, 'You shall surely reproach your fellow 
db . b f h' "'64 an ear no sm ecause o rm 
Perhaps witnesses were intended to preserve evidence of an 
attempted negotiation.65 Or they may have served as 
conciliators or mediators. By the time of Maimonides, any 
practice of rebuking in front of witnesses had disappeared and 
it was took place in private. But in Qumran, rebuking appears 
to have been a form of alternative dispute resolution where it 
may have been practical and possible to preserve a relationship 
between in a small community with limited judicial 
resources. 66 
G. What lfOne Doesn't Rebuke? 
Although Jewish law requires one to rebuke a fellow Jew 
who sins, no punishment is stated for not doing so. However, 
to ignore a Biblical commandment, according to Maimonides, 
makes one responsible for the sin committed. "Whoever has 
the possibility of rebuking [sinners] and fails to do so is 
considered responsible for that sin, for he had the opportunity 
to rebuke the [sinners]."67 This may be a sin punished by God, 
not man. 
IV. REBUKING IN THE WORKPLACE 
The business world, an arena in which doing the right thing 
is often equated with making a profit, has more than its share 
of unethical behavior.71 In business codes of conduct, internal 
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reporting is often the recommended first step. 74 A confidential 
ethics/fraud hotline or ethics officer might stave off whistle-
blowing, but it does not have the advantages that come from 
creating a community of shared ethical values and trust. 75 
Although the principle of rebuking derives from Jewish and 
then Christian law it is not an essentially religious concept. 
Even if profitability is not the objective of observing the 
precept of hokhe 'ach tokhi 'ach, encouraging employees to 
encourage each other to do the right thing could be in the best 
interest of business organizations. In a communitarian 
corporate culture, possible wrongdoing can be confronted 
effectively before great harm is caused. Starbucks expresses its 
concern for its corporate image in case problems are made 
public. 79 Those of us whose workplace is the academy can 
attempt to create such communities and serve as a role model 
for other industries. 80 
Is it reasonable to expect effective rebuking in the 
workplace? Perhaps. Direct appeal to a colleague may achieve 
positive results, especially when peer pressure is collective. 72 
In fact, a university ethics handbook proposes rebuking a 
superior as the initial method of resolution of ethical issues. 
Discuss your concerns with your immediate 
supervisor, even if your supervisor is the one 
presenting the ethical problem. Sometimes when 
presented with a subordinate who questions the 
ethical nature of a situation, the supervisor will 
rethink the situation and step back from the 
unethical action. If, however, this does not provide 
a satisfactory solution, you will need to find an 
alternative course of action. Don ' t think it is okay 
to just do what you are told to do!"73 
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Is this proposal naive? The rebuker's option of subsequent 
whistle-blowing may deter retaliation, but their work 
environment may be made so uncomfortable as to amount to 
implied discharge. A common perception is that ethical 
behavior is not rewarded and "No good deed goes 
unpunished."76 Defensive and threatened superiors may 
retaliate when they think their own actions are challenged. 
The greatest practical obstacle to rebuking may be that if it 
does not achieve the desired result a rebuker might be 
ostracized without even the legal protections against retaliation 
afforded whistle-blowers. They may have no alternative to 
resignation, if they are not fired first. For rebuking to succeed 
in practice, a rebuking-friendly workplace is necessary. 
Change to a rebuking community will not happen by itself. 
Such a workplace would have to be created by management. If 
a business is committed to this approach, it must get all of its 
members to buy into the process. Deeds matter far more than 
words, but these words from a corporate ethics document at 
Texas Instruments may be a start in that direction: 
·We encourage open, honest and candid communications ... . 
·We respect all Tiers without regard to their position or level 
within the organization. 78 
Superiors must be prepared to educate others and to lead by 
example. Workers would have to be assured that they would 
not be punished, if not in fact rewarded, if they rebuke fellow 
employees, and even superiors. As Texas Instruments claims, 
"We respect the right and obligation of every Tier to resolve 
concerns relating to ethics questions without retribution and 
retaliation." 77 
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V. CONCLUSION 
Over the development of Jewish law there has been a 
variety of perspectives on what to do when confronted with 
wrongdoing. The prevailing position is that Jews are their 
"brothers' keepers,"68 responsible to urge other Jews to do the 
right thing, preferably through rebuking under the principle 
of hokhe 'ach tokhi 'ach and not whistle-blowing.69 Jewish 
biblical and rabbinic law arose in self-policing Jewish 
comrnumties; therefore there is no discussion of reporting 
fellow Jews to non-Jewish authorities or whether a Jew should 
report a non-Jew for wrongdoing. Based on Jewish a 
persuasive case could be made that now we are all responsible 
to each other to make the world a better place through tikkun 
olam, repairing the wortd/0 and that we should all encourage 
others to act ethically, to do the right thing. 
This ancient Jewish principle of rebuking can provide an 
effective and practical alternative to whistle-blowing in the 
modem workplace, achieving its benefit of avoiding 
wrongdoing without it costs. Whether institutionalizing 
hokhe 'ach tokhi 'ach succeeds would depend, as so much does 
in business organizations, on the leadership of those on the 
top. 
But what is one to do if rebuking has no positive effect, if 
this quiet diplomacy fails? In the most difficult cases, such as 
those of Madoff and Pang, the wrongdoing is by a business 
organization's leadership itself. Rebuking by insiders, for 
example by Madoffs sons or by Pang's president, might be 
effective - but they might have been in on it too. Even if 
Jewish law commands rebuking in the face of sinful behavior, 
would the end of ethical behavior justify other means? What 
does Jewish law say about whistle-blowing if rebuking fails? 
That is a topic for another paper. 
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